Capillary perfusion patterns in single alveolar walls.
We studied capillary perfusion patterns in single alveolar walls through a transparent thoracic window implanted in pentobarbital-anesthetized dogs. The capillaries were maximally opened by brief inflation of a balloon in the left atrium to raise pressure. After the balloon was deflated and pulmonary hemodynamics returned to zone 2 baseline conditions, the capillaries that remained perfused in the observed field were videotaped with the use of in vivo microscopy. The cycle of elevated pressure and baseline observation was repeated three times. Perfusion of different capillaries during each of the observations would imply that the capillaries had characteristics that permitted flow to switch between segments. Perfusion of a specific set of pathways through the network each time would demonstrate that flowing blood sought a unique and repeatable combination of segments, presumably with the least total pathway resistance. We found that the same capillary segments were perfused 79% of the time, a strong indication that a reproducible combination of individual segmental resistances determined the predominant pattern of pulmonary capillary perfusion.